
NO.57113/20 18-Trg/FC/BPR&D
Government of India

Ministry of Home Affairs
Bureau of Police Research & Development

***
NH-08, Mahipalpur

New Delhi
Dated: Aug .. 2019

Lv c,To
1. DsGP of all States/UTs
2. DGs - All CAPFs/CPOs
3. Commissioner of Police- Delhi
4. Directors - CBI/SVP NPA, Hyderabad/ NEPA, Shillong, Meghalaya
5. Sh. A K Ganjoo, Director cum - CFS - Directorate of Forensic Science.

Block No.9, 8th Floor, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi - 110003 .

Sub.: ATA Course - IN17ADFCOICTPF, "Advance Digital Forensic
Consultation" course from 16/12/2019 to 20/1212019 to be held at
CAPT Bhopal- Nomination reg.

Sir,

Kindly find enclosed herewith US Embassy letter dated 05/08/2019,
regarding AT A - IN17ADFCOI CTPF, "Advance Digital Forensic Consultation"
to be organised from 16112/2019 to 20112/2019 at CAPT Bhopal.

2. The course is designed for 12 experienced forensic investigators that have
preferably attended Introduction toDigital Forensic and Investigation. The
Advance Digital Forensic Consultation (ADFC) is a one week hands-on
consultation that picks up where the Introduction to Digital Forensics
Investigations (lDFI) left off, guiding the participants deeper into the Windows
and Operating System and both, New Technology File System (NTFS) and I:j lc
Allocation Table (FAT) File system. The ADFC continues with the theme 0 r
using open source applications and introduces additional tools that provide
participants with the skills and knowledge to thoroughly examine windows
evidence artefacts, correlate findings and differentiate supporting evidence from
normal system files.

4. List of participants who have attended ATA - 11298 and AU\ - 9508 on
Introduction to Digital Forensic and Investigation Course held at NEPA
Meghalaya and. CDTS Jaipur respectively is enclosed. The concerned
organizations are requested to nominate the above mentioned officers preferably
so that they can become Master Trainers. However, in case that is not feasible
due to the officer having superannuated then. other officer be nominated from
the State Cyber-Crime Unitl CFSL etc. These officers should have a good

»,g~~'c~g~;:~~~i~.~J~gp.?,.REs;~.m~v.t,~'f,handl!n~';~~*,pl~:~tipns/ interne~ use and also the



proficiency in English, so that they can understand the teaching \\ h ich \\ ill l».
imparted by Instructors from the US.

5. It is requested to forward nomination o l lour eligible and \\ illilli::'
Investigators (two main &two reserve) in the rank or Inspector to DICiP PI" it-;
equivalent rank who have preferably attended ll.ill course. All the purticipunt.,
nominated for the course should be working as forensic investigators.
Biographic details of nominated officers in the following bio-data proforma may
be forwarded to this office latest by rs" Oct., 2019 through their respective
Home Department/proper channel via E-mail /spccd post/Fax. No direct
application will be entertained.

t'·1 'F am ily . • First • M idd lel"Designation ~.(j;,it';;ncllorgal;'izClI ion/ iDate 0 Ii Place
No Name name name Place of • State !Birth I of

_,L__ __ _j__ ,P~o:_:s~ti_ng ,J J ...1J'3il~tl~
'" Abbreviations not to be used.

5. Nominating authorities should nominate candidates with appropriate skill
and work background who will actually utilize this training in their work.
Nominations without complete bio-data will not be entertained.

6. While nominating officers for the subject U)lIl'~,C their avuiluhilu . 1:'1' lh,.:
course may be ascertained and request for last minute exemption shall IwL he
entertained except on genuine ground.

Yuurs laithfullv .

7. For any assistance may contact to undersigned on telephone No. 011-
26782189/E-mail id:adfc(?lbprd.nic.in .

Ene!.: As above
A • ...,; ~\

" II;'-"'"'

(V.N.lh.lpliyal)
Assistant Director (Trg/FC)

Copy to:
1. Directors - All CDTls and CAPT Bhopal- For similar action, please.
2./1HA, [Sh. B.K. Singh, ~nder secr~ .:tary (Police?l. North.Block ..NC\\ l)c'lhiy. AD, System, BPR&D :- For uploading on 13PR&I) website JlIci.1SL'.
\
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Nominal Roll of

ATA-11298 /{Introduction to Digital Forensics & Investigation
From as" to zs" July 2016

SiN Name l3ank State/Org Date of Mobile Signature

o.
Reporting

i. Shri Bandi Peddiraju Insp (CBI), Cyber CBI 17/07/16 9968082003

Crime Cell ..-

2. Shri Joseph Lalremmawia Inspector, CIDCrime Mizoram 17/07/16 9436154373

17/07/16
--

3. Shri Tirhankar Sanyal Inspector, CID West Bengal 9830609052 --
4. Shri LThangboi Kuki Dy. Commdt. Manipur 18/07/16 8414857474 -----

5. Ms. Kavita Munandanda Chinnappa Inspector Karnataka 17/07/16 9845610872 --

6. Shri EJaleel Inspector Kerala 17/7/16 9447210790

Shri Rohit Kumar Pathak
18/07/16

--
7.

Inspector Chhattisgarh 8269007920

8. Shri Nirmal Baishya, APS Add!. SP,CID Assam 17/07/16 9706045242

9. \.--
~._..._,.-. , Shri Rajesh Malik Dy.SP Rajasthan 18/07/16 9462619356

10. Shri RKJaiswal, DAD (PS) NEPA 18/07/16 9436922813

11. Shri Arjun Chetry Com. Programmer NEPA 18/07/16 9485028139



. E' \; \' V \1 t'
lU kJ lU \\.1 ~.J tl U U ~j \J \.I tl ,~J.\J 11 XI n 'rr ·IT P' iT !:IIj\!/I':i,'l/'j'U I"U l~rl'l;irj1ir Illl:j \\ \\'\1\ \ Ii "

d·' \., \." \.. '., \. I ", .._ J '.J;. .. • r . I '. ; ; ~ I '. 1. . '. '\ 1 \ .1\ '\;

?4\:{fA-9S08,ImtB'odudion to Digital Forensics & Im.vestig2ltnom; {AprnD 0][-112,20Jl2D._alt RPA, JTai[}llLnfr'·~5·;·:.
~.~~;.
",No. Name Designation Organisationit
~,~-~

Vaibhav Srivastav DY.SP NIA

,-Prabhat Ranjan Barwar DY. SP STF "Jahikhand Jaguar" Jharkhand police

J. Balachandran Asstt. Commandant CRPF

--,·S.Manickavel Inspector of Police Crime Branch CID, Cyber Crime Cell.
. :S~~Ae.hguchakraborty Inspector eDTS (Kolkata), BPR&D

....'. ~:~/~; . ,. ' ,

>Nav~e~-Tyagi Inspector S.V.P. National Policy Academy, Hyderdabad
(Cyber Crime)

,- - _..Pawan Kumar Inspector Delhi Police
..~...."

-~r Assem Srivastava ASP NIA
;.

;~~~:. Gautam Singal Suerintendent of Police Punjab Police~.[:;



New Delhi, India
August 5, 2019

Mr. S.K. Pardhan
Deputy Director (NA)
Ministry of Finance
Department of Economic Affairs
Room No. 79-A, North Block, New Delhi

Dear Mr. Pard han:

The US Department of State's Antiterrorism Assistance (ATA) Program, in
consultation with the Bureau of Counterterrorism (CT), offers the Government of
India (Gol) personnel:

Course: ATA-IN17ADFC01CTPF, Advanced Digital Forensic Consultation

Duration and Dates of Course: Five Days: December 16 to 20, 2019

Location: CAPT Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh

Number of Participants: 12

Number of Reserve Participants: 12

NOTE: Please ensure that the following deadlines are met in order to avoid the
cancellation of this limited and highly popular training opportunity.

A\) ~) ~;~:line date for acceptanceor declination of the Course is: September 10,

(' ~vh LiS,to~"P"articipant names alonq W, ith biographic for~~ of Participants:
)A-t- .' \ October 18,.2019 (Please provide full' names of participants as per Passport

~COPYOfPassport) .

The following information is provided to give you a better perspectiveof this
course:

-1. C0UR.SEOFFERDETAILS

The [)~p?rtment's ATA Program o~~rstheGol the 5-day ADFC (ATA
IN1{~,[)Feo)CX'7f)sch~91.11f)dt9,?,~~JqprIDecember16, 2019 and end on
Decem6er20,:2019, at the CentralAcadEimyJorPolice Training in Bhopal. Up to

i'" t:,.,:';;m;t~:~lj~"';',-'f!;': ::,': ::._, , , ': :-'_:,__' " '.'. ,. , , ' >,,;: .,". .' ':': ' ;, '~. <: ,t:, ..p'(ij1'~:~~_.•r'~;,,:,: .: ,: .".~ , " '." : , :: '- _ " ' --

12 participan,tsmay attend. Twelve alternatecandidates must also be identified.
" .. -,' " .



Please provide GOI acceptance or declination to DSff/ATA by September 10,
2019. Failure to respond by this date may force DSfr/ATA to withdraw the
course offering due to competing scheduling demands.

2. COURSE DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES

The Advanced Digital Forensics Consultation (ADFC) is a one week hands=
on consultation that picks up where the Introduction to Digital Forensics
Investigations (IDFI) left off, guiding the participants deeper into the Windows
Operating System and both, New Technology Filesystem (NTFS) and File
Allocation Table (FAT) Filesystem. The ADFC continues with the theme of using
open source applications and introduces additional tools that provide participants
with the skills and knowledge to thoroughly examine Windows evidence artifacts,
correlate findings and differentiate supporting evidence from normal system "files.
The participants will examine files such as:

o Windows Registry
o Meta Data Artifacts
o Restore Points Artifacts
0 Prefetch Artifacts
0 Deleted Data
0 Pagefile/Swapfile
0 Email Artifacts
0 Internet Artifacts
0 Jump Lists Artifacts

The participants will be taught how to analyze deeper into all digital forensics
image files, memory extractions/dumps and computer system logfiles. The
course focuses on Open source software tools, such as:

o Autopsy Forensics
o SANS Investigative Forensic Toolkit (SIFT)
o DEFT
o FTK Imager
o EnCase Imager
o Bulk Extractor
o log2timeline for generating a timeline from system logs

Additional Open source tools and programs will be provided on a USB flash
drive. The participants will leave the course will step procedures, resource
materials, image files and all the tools/programs used in the course.

Training hours are 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday; however,
these hours may be adjusted depending on local work weeks and customs.
Course attire is business dress for the course opening and graduation. Business
casual dress is appropriate at all other times unless otherwise specified due to
the nature of the course. DSIT/ATA does not prohibit the recording of the
training courses by the Partner Nation (PN) for the purposes of providing training
reinforcement and enhancing sustainment capabilities of the material presented.
All ATA-sponsored courses, consultations, and seminars are unclassified, but



carry the additional distribution restriction of "Law Enforcement Sensitive." Prior
to any recording, the requesting PN must agree, in writing, to the resident RSO
Office that the recorded information will not to be released to the media or the
public. . .

3. PARTICIPANT CRITERIA

The ADFC course is designed for '12experienced forensic investigators
that have preferably attended IDF!.

Department policy prohibits personnel assigned to an intelligence agency or
military unit from participating in any ATA activity. Therefore, neither the GOI,
nor Post, should propose such individuals for this training event. Personnel
assigned to an intelligence unit within a law enforcement organization, and who
support the law enforcement function of that organization are acceptable.
Personnel assigned to a military unit that performs a law enforcement function
are likewise acceptable. DSfT/ATA policy requires course participants to attend
the entire course. The training value diminishes if a participant is required to
perform his/her daily operational duties while attending this course. Participants
who miss any module, for whatever reason, will not be allowed to return to finish
the course.

ATA programs adhere to the train-the-trainer methodology and the GOI is
encouraged to nominate trainers and/or instructors as participants. This will
facilitate GOI development of a viable antiterrorism program within its law
enforcement community. Officers selected for this course should remain in their
positions for a minimum of two years.

4. PARTICIPANT INFORAMTION

GOI is requested to forward the name, rank, date/place of birth, current position
title, and unit of each participant selected with place of posting for all participants
selected for tis course. GOI must also provide this biographic data for twelve
designated alternate candidates for this course. These alternate candidates
must be approved and vetted, along with the list of primary participants, prior to
the commencement of training. However, the alternates will NOT/NOT attend or
participate in the training unless a candidate from the primary list is unable to
participate due to vetting, medical, or other issues. It is imperative that the
invited country understand that providing alternate names does not guarantee
these candidates will receive ATA training and they should not be sent for
training unless one of the original participants is dropped from training prior to the
commencement of the course. Once the course is in progress alternate
candidates will not be authorized to attend. DSIT/ATA requires that the GOI
appoint a senior leader for the group. This individual should have the authority to
maintain class order and discipline.

5. COURSE LANGUAGE:



This course vvil(betatJghtin English. Candidates selected should be able to talk,
write and understand English.

6. RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

DSff/ATA prefers that the PNs share the costs of training. The PI\! may provide
this support by hosting the course at a PN facility.

Instructors will arrive three days prior to course start date to set up/configure and
test cyber-training equipment grant. The cyber-training equipment,
consumables, and course materials should be on site upon the instructors'
arrival. The equipment must be secured within the training classroom during the
entire event (including setup) and not moved at any time. Please note the
instructors will need unrestricted access to the classroom during evenings and
weekends. Please coordinate with training venue personnel to allow for this
additional time before and after the training course.

Partner nation is requested to arrange for the following resources:
8. Classroom facility that meets the following requirements:

L Accommodates 12 participants, 3 instructors, and
observers. Participants require space for laptops and
courseware; instructors require space in front of the class for
instruction and space in the rear of the classroom for
working areas and courseware and supplies; and
interpreters require space for their booth in the rear or on the
sides of the classroom.

ii. Tables configured in a U-shape design
iii. Adjustable lights to facilitate use of projection equipment and

to enable course participants to read course materials and
take notes. If the classroom has windows, shades should be
available to dim outside light if the light affects the projection.

iv. Secures overnight (course materials will be stored in the
room and must be safeguarded)

v. Space, power, and air conditioning to support multiple
computer equipment, projectors, and audio equipment

vi. Six-to-eight AC electrical outlets located on the outside walls
of the classroom or outlets on the floor of the classroom to
support the power strips provided by ATA. Please note that
up to 18 laptops and multiple projectors will be used during
the course and will be drawing significant power, so request
that the power be drawn from two separate circuits.

vii. An area of the classroom or a room in close proximity to the
classroom to store approximately 5 Pelican cases that need
to be accessed daily .

viii. Two screens or large wall suitable for dual projections
ix. One easel with whiteboard and/or chalk board
x. Two conference-level simultaneous interpreters (in a booth

configuration) with equipment for up to 18 people



,:;g~ b. To provide quality training, the facility needs to have or be able to provide
reliable electrical power and Internet access that is capable of supporting
the devices to be connected (laptop computers, network printers', routers,
switches, and hubs). Reliable Internet access is critical for the
performance of this course.

i. Internet access should provide enough bandwidth (optimally,
Internet speeds of 1.5MB up and 1.5MB down or better) to support
the needs of the class.

ii. Broadband Internet access is the desired connection to
provide optimal performance for the training. If Broadband
access is not available, DSL or ISDN will be sufficient to support
the Internet needs of the training.

ill, Ifdial-up Internet access is the only source for Internet, the facility
should go to an outside service provider to get broadband or DSL
.service temporarily connected for the training period. PLEASE
NOTE: Dial-up access is not capable of supporting the needs
and does not meetthe requirements for the training.

c. Assistance in securely storing and transporting cyber mobile training lab.

DSrTIATA appreciates PN support in arranging administrative and logistical
support for this course.

Please advice in writing no later than September 10, 2019 if the GOI accepts
this course offering under the terms and requirements cited above. Also, please
address your response to the Assistant Regional Security Officer and if there are
any questions, please contact the security office at the U.S. Embassy, telephone
2419-8000.

With warm regards,

Sincerely,

./
_~Sha ~nson

Assistant Regional Security Officer
United States Embassy, New Delhi

cc: Mr. P.K. Srivastava, lAS
Additional Secretary (Police-f)
The Ministry of Home Affairs
North Block
New Delhi



Mr. Rajesh Ranjan
Director (AMS)
Ministry of External Affairs
South Block, New Delhi

Joint Secretary
Ministry of External Affairs,
South Block
New Delhi

Ms. Anupama N. Chandra, IPS
Director (Training)
Bureau of Police Research & Development
National Highway 8, Near SSB Building
Mahilpalpur, New Delhi

Mr. Pawan Srivastava, IPS
Inspector General/Director
Central Academy for Police Training
Kanhasaiya.
Post Office Kokta,
Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh -462021

Mr. Sudhir Kumar
Deputy Director (Training)
Bureau of Police Research & Development
National Highway 8, Near SSB Building
Mahilpalpur, New Delhi -110037

Mr. B.K. Singh
Under Secretary (PMA)
Ministry of Home Affairs
North Block, New Delhi


